Absract -We consider the problem of channel state information (CSI) transmission on a fast feedback link for a Multiuser-MIMO OFDM system. We compare codebook based feedback with analog based feedback and propose a new compressed analog feedback suitable for correlated antennas that provides excellent tradeoff between uplink overhead and downlink throughput. We show via bi-directional simulation results the reliability of analog feedback in general and its advantage over codebook based feedback.
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of analog feedback was proposed in the past [1] [2] in order to facilitate closed loop (CL)-MIMO in FDD systems. Here the channel can't be estimated implicitly based on uplink reference signals since down link and uplink transmissions occur in different frequency bands.
The main appeal/benefit of analog feedback is seen when it is applied to multiuser (MU)-MIMO where as was shown in [3] the channel feedback accuracy must increase linearly as the SNR increases in dB in order for performance to remain within a constant fixed difference from the MU-MIMO channel capacity.
Analog feedback is best suited for this task as its accuracy naturally grows with SNR.
On the other hand, the current channel feedback mechanism in next generation 4G cellular standards 802.16m and LTE are based on codebooks [7] . By its definition, codebook operation quantizes the channel singular vectors and induces errors which will limit the performance especially for MU-MIMO.
Current 802.16m and LTE systems support MU-MIMO via feedback of the channel's strongest singular vector (rank-1 feedback). This paper compares the performance of various analog rank-1 feedback mechanisms relative to codebook based feedback in typical FDD based cellular scenarios where a mobile station (MS) feeds back that information to the base station (BS) in an uplink (UL) control channel.
II. GENERAL ANALOG RANK-1 EEDBACK
We assume a MIMO-OFDM transmission scheme in which each transmit antenna sends an OFDM symbol consisting of N sub , subcarriers. Our goal here is to minimize the required overhead associated with obtaining channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT). The purpose of which is to improve the reception reliability through beamforming techniques.
It is assumed that beamformed transmission will occur at the base station and thus the transmitter requires knowledge of the channel to generate its weighting vector. Mathematically, the transmitter sends the following:
Where w is an Nx1 weighting vector and x represents the modulation data. The optimal weighting vector is simply the singular vector associated with the largest singular value of the channel matrix H.
In general, assuming an N antenna BS, N complex valued numbers are needed to represent the strongest singular vector seen by the receiver. During the uplink transmission the mobile station (MS) can directly map the N complex numbers to N subcarriers using AM modulation.
Additionally, repetition can be used to improve reliability at low SNR, however it is important to remember that increasing the number of BS antenna improves the UL performance and reduces the need for repetition.
A simple modification to the direct mapping makes it possible to feed back only N-1 complex numbers by rotating all elements by the negative of the angle of the first element (thus making the first element real) and not transmitting the first element. At the BS, the first element can be computed by noting that the sum power of all elements is 1. This scheme however makes the feedback more sensitive to power normalizations at the mobile's transmitter.
Typical feedback in 4G cellular systems is done per band and not per subcarrier in order to reduce uplink overhead. A typical size of band is 800KHz consisting of 72 contiguous subcarriers, thus we transmit a single feedback message which is some function of the channel response within the band of interest. In this case the optimal rank-1 feedback is unknown but two possibilities based on averaging the channel covariance or averaging the per-subcarrrier singular vectors were shown to provide good results:
1. Compute the strongest singular vector of the average transmit covariance matrix in that band.
where S is the set of subcarriers in that band. General computation of the strongest singular vector can be facilitated in most cases using the power method [4] or via the general SVD algorithm as in [4] [5] . However the complexity vastly increases for BS with 8 antennas.
2. Currently cellular mobiles have two receive antennas. In this case a simple closed form formula for the per subcarrier channel SVD for any number N of BS antennas is derived in Appendix I. Once the strongest singular vectors per subcarrier are found they can be averaged by aligning their phases with respect to any subcarrier j in the band
. Similarly, Appendix II provides an approximate closed form solution for the computation of the strongest singular vector for 4xN channels. MU-MIMO simulations as described in section V using that formula show 0.5% throughput loss compared to a calculation using SVD and hence is practically perfect.
Either method above results in the generation of a representative singular vector, denoted as, v, for the band of interest. In the subsequent section we describe methods that can be use to further reduce the feedback overhead by using knowledge of the antenna configuration at the transmitter.
III. PARAMETRIC COMPRESSION OF ANALOG RANK-1 FEEDBACK
In practical cellular deployments, closely spaced antennas are likely to be used in order to reduce BS deployment cost by placing the antennas under one radome. Neighborhood restrictions and zoning laws may also require small antenna dimensions.
Other advantages of closely spaced calibrated arrays stem from the increased antenna correlation which in turn reduces the variability across frequency and time of the spatial signature of mobiles and enables improved MU-MIMO with smaller channel feedback overhead. In this case the strongest singular vector is approximated as two steering vectors with gain and phase offset between them (applied to the first steering vector): Separate maximization performs just slightly worse than joint maximization but can be augmented with a small joint search around the steering vectors found in the initial separate stage.
IV. ALTERNATIVE MAPPING APPROACH
While the mapping of the parameters in this contribution is done in an analog fashion by using simple AM and PM, other mappings are possible. For example the first n (n=2 or more) MSB of the parameters can be sent digitally on a control channel and the difference in an analog fashion as before.
V. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS
The following MU-MIMO simulations use regularized zero forcing at the transmitter [2] whereby up to 4 users are served concurrently with each user being sent a single data stream.
Unidirectional simulations where the UL is assumed error free and bi-directional simulations with real UL channel were carried out. In bi-directional simulations the DL spectral efficiencies are computed using singular vectors estimated from an UL transmission. Thus the Unidirectional uplink error free simulations serve as an upper bound on the achievable performance.
DL spectral efficiencies are calculated assuming an MMSE receiver at the MS and assuming the interference is perfectly known at each MS.
Other simulation assumptions are as follows:
• Channel configuration is assumed Nx2 in DL and 1xN in UL (N=4,8).
• DL and UL channel models use the 3GPP Spatial Channel Model (SCM) [6] Suburban and Urban Macro (15 degrees angular spread). Antenna spacing of 0.5 lambda or 4 lambda between clusters.
• DL Band Size -800KHz
• DL speed and feedback delay -3kmph, 5mS
• UL channel estimation -Real.
• CSI Feedback information -we compare with the 802.16m Rank-1 4 bit codebook (4 and 8 antennas) mapped onto 8 subcarriers via rate ¼ hamming code.
• Rank-1 AnalogFull information is mapped onto N subcarriers for N antennas
Compressed information is mapped onto 1 or 3 subcarriers without repetition
• DL channel estimation -perfect
• DL/UL SNR per subcarrier difference -0dB. This is a result of the following assumptions:
• Total power difference between BS and MS -23dB
• Power concentration ratio of 50:1 in the UL buys back 17dB
• UL Noise figure lower by 4dB
• UL IoT lower by 2dB
• User selection: 4 random users with exhaustive search
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Two 8 antenna configurations were simulated. Note that as specified in section 4, the feedback overhead was not the same for analog and codebook based methods with compressed analog feedback overhead 1 or 3 subcarriers for 8 antennas.
The antenna configuration is shown in the title of each plot and the compression algorithm used follows the description in section III.
In the legends, 'Analog' means uncompressed rank-1 analog feedback, 'Compressed Analog' uses the appropriate compression for the antenna configuration as described before and 'Perfect' means noiseless feedback channel and serves to show an upper bound of the analog feedback performance.
That upper bound can easily be achieved in most cases for the compressed analog feedback by use of repetition coding. 
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